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General Terms and Conditions (GTC), Snowfarming Davos 
 

- The use of the facility is at your own risk. The operator rejects all liability 
 

- The operating hours of the facility are from 8 am to 8 pm. 
 

- The municipality of Davos Sportanlagen (operator) of the Snowfarming, reserves the 
right to make divisions regardless of the performance level! 
 

- We reserve the right to close parts / the whole track of the snowfarming cross-
country ski track exclusively for Swiss Ski! 

 
- Competitions / fast trainings on the snowfarming tracks are only allowed in 

agreement with the municipality of Davos Sportanlagen! 
 

- Online tickets must be exchanged for coloured wristbands or bibs (start numbers) at 
the cash desk on the snowfarming facility.  
 

- The coloured wristbands must be worn visibly on the left arm/stick. 
 

- For not returned permanent bibs (start numbers) CHF 50.00 will be charged. 
 

- Respect other runners and always keep enough distance.  
 

- Keep the facilites and surroundings clean by disposing your own waste. Thank you! 
 

- The use of the cross-country ski track is only allowed with cross-country skis.  
 
 
Criteria for competitive sports elite 

o Swiss Ski National Squad (NM, A-, B-, C-Squad) cross country and biathlon 
o Swiss Ski Performance Centre (Elite) 
o National squads of other nations 
o Ski Classic teams 
o The municipality of Davos Sportanlagen (operator) of the snowfarming reserves the 

right to make divisions regardless of the performance level! 
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o Athletes who deliberately place themselves in the wrong performance level may be 
placed as recreational athletes without further consultation! 

 

Criteria for competitive sport + young talents (from U18) 

o Swiss Ski (U20) 
o Davos Sports High School Foundation (SSGD) / sports schools 
o Swiss regional squads (from U18) 
o Regional teams of other nations (from U18) / SAS 
o Private cross-country teams (FIS points scored) 
o The municipality of Davos Sportanlagen (operator) of the snowfarming reserves the 

right to make divisions regardless of the performance level! 
o Athletes who deliberately place themselves in the wrong performance level may be 

placed as recreational athletes without further consultation! 


